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On March 29, 2010, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) issued a Funding Opportunity 
Announcement (FOA) intended to develop a U.S.-China Clean Energy Research Center (CERC). 
This Center would facilitate joint research and development on clean energy by teams of 
scientists and engineers from the U.S. and China, as well as serve as a clearinghouse to help 
researchers in each country. Priority topics to be addressed through CERC are: 

1. Building energy efficiency 
2. Advanced clean coal technologies including carbon capture and storage 
3. Clean vehicles 

These are areas in which the U.S. and China have a shared interest in further developing 
technologies to help our countries meet clean energy and climate change goals. They are also 
areas in which the U.S. and China have complementary strengths and could benefit from 
internationally collaborative research. To operationalize CERC within the U.S., the DOE has 
made an award in each of these three issue areas. 

Awards have been made to awardees with the knowledge and experience to undertake first-rate 
collaborative research programs, and will involve subawardees and other team members. These 
awardees and teams will leverage existing resources and physical infrastructure and will not 
require new "bricks and mortar" facilities. To keep the focus on research and international 
collaboration, management and administrative expenses will be kept to a minimum. These 
awardees and teams will help bring together top talent from both countries and are expected to 
generate key technological advancement through genuine collaboration between U.S. and 
Chinese researchers. 

The R&D focus under this FOA are as follows: 

BUILDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY: The objective is to contribute to dramatic improvements in 
the energy efficiency of buildings (commercial or residential) in the U.S. and China. Possible 
topics include: building heating and cooling, advanced lighting, advanced shells, daylighting 
designs, energy-efficient building materials, software for building design and operations, sensor 
and control networks, and ways to reduce the cost of building retrofits. Research on integrating 
renewable energy technologies such as building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), wind energy, 
ground source heat pumps, and biomass, could also be explored. 

ADVANCED CLEAN COAL INCLUDING CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE: The objective is 
to accelerate the understanding of key issues that face clean coal and carbon capture and 
storage (CCS). Possible topiCS include: geologic storage capacity and techniques for estimation 
and verification; computer simulations of CCS, including chemistries involved in geologic 
sequestration of C02; CCS plant simulations; risk assessment methodologies; and revolutionary 
C02 capture concepts. 



CLEAN VEHICLES: The objective is to contribute to dramatic improvements in technologies with 
the potential to reduce the dependence of vehicles on oil and/or improve vehicle fuel efficiency. 
Possible topics include: advanced systems integration and components such as waste heat 
recovery or regenerative braking, battery architecture, battery chemistries, vehicle aerodynamics, 
lightweighting of vehicles and advanced biofuels. 

Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (42 U.S.C. 2182), and section 9 of the 
Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974, (42 U.S.C. 5908) 
provide that the Government obtains title to any invention made under a DOE award that 
is not subject to the Bayh-Dole Act (35 U.S.c. 200-212), (Pub.L. 96-517, as amended), 
unless title is waived by DOE in accordance with these Acts, and implementing 
regulations at 10 C.F.R. 784. It is the purpose of this advance class waiver to waive, to 
the applicable awardees, subawardees, team members or participants in other relevant 
subagreements in CERC, title to the inventions made by the respective 
awardees'/subawardees'/ team members'/subagreement participants' employees, in a 
fashion enabling such awardees/subawardees/ team members/participants, to seek to 
expeditiously commercialize the various technologies. Inventions "made", in this 
context, shall mean inventions conceived or first actually reduced to practice under any 
contract, subcontract, or other arrangement which includes research, developmet or 
demonstration work. Accordingly, DOE will waive the Government's title to subject 
inventions to the applicable awardees/subawardeeslteam members/participants agreeing 
to the terms of this waiver. This class waiver does not apply to inventions made by the 
Bayh-Dole participants pursuant to Pub.L. 96-517, as amended, or National Laboratories 
who already have the right to elect title. 

This advance class waiver ofthe Government's rights in inventions is subject to the usual 
Government license, march-in rights, and preference for U.S. industry provisions set out 
in 35 U.S.C. 202-204. This class waiver also includes the attached U.S Competitiveness 
clause, paragraph (t), which requires that, for use or sale in the U.S.A., products 
embodying any waived invention or produced thr~)Ugh the use of any waived invention, 
be manufactured substantially in the United States, unless the relevant participant 
demonstrates to the satisfaction of DOE Patent Counsel, with the concurrence of the 
Cognizant DOE Program, that it is not programmatically or commercially feasible to do 
so. The participants further agree to make the above condition binding on any entity 
acquiring rights to any waived invention, including subsequent assignees or licensees. 
Should the participants or other entity receiving rights in any waived invention undergo a 
change in ownership amounting to a controlling interest, then the waiver, assignment, 
license, or other transfer of rights in the waived invention is suspended until approved in 
writing by DOE. 

Since awards under this FOA require 50% cost-sharing in the aggregate, e.g., among 
awardees, subawardees and other team members, and since this substantial cost-share 
will be provided by these various team members, there is ample consideration for this 
class waiver. Normally, DOE requires 20% cost-share for a contractor or awardee to 
qualify for an advance patent waiver. 
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The grant of this advance class waiver is not expected to have any adverse effects on 
competition or market concentration. Rather, the waiver should enhance U.S. economic 
and energy security through the development ofnew energy technologies that will 
compete with existing technologies and other new emerging technologies. In any event, 
if a participant who is subject to this waiver who has obtained title to an invention arising 
under the project is not making reasonable efforts to utilize a waived invention, DOE can 
exercise march-in rights. 

For those who may choose not to accept some of the terms of this class waiver, they may 
still request a advance waiver of all or any part of the rights of the United States in 
inventions conceived or first actually reduced to practice in perfonnance of their 
agreement Even if such advance waiver is not requested or the request is denied, the 
recipient or team member will have a continuing right under the award to request a 
waiver of the rights of the United States in the title to identified inventions, i.e., 
individual inventions conceived or first actually reduced to practice in perfonnance of the 
award. 

Considering the foregoing, and in view of the statutory objectives to be obtained and the 
factors to be considered under DOE's statutory waiver policy, all of which have been 
considered, it has been detennined that this advance class waiver as set forth above will 
best serve the interests of the United States and the general pUblic. It is recommended 
that the waiver be granted. 

ROberti4\ijrchick 
Patent Counsel 

Based upon the foregoing Statement ofConsiderations, it is detennined that the interests 
of the United States and the general public will best be served by a waiver of the United 
States and foreign patent rights as set forth herein, and, therefore, the waiver is granted. 
This waiver shall not affect any waiver previously granted. 

Robert C. Marlay, PI-50 John Lucas 
Deputy Director Assistant General for Technology Transfer 
Office ofClimate Change Policy and Intellectual Property 
Director, U.S. - CERC 

Date: JeAt 3D J ::to II 
--~--~---+.-&~--------
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(t) U.S. COMPETITIVENESS 

The participant agrees that, for use or sale in the U.S.A., any products embodying any 
waived invention or produced through the use ofany waived invention, will be 
manufactured substantially in the United States, unless the participant can show to the 
satisfaction of the DOE that it is not commercially feasible to do so. In the event the 
DOE agrees to foreign manufacture, there will be a requirement that the Government's 
support of the technology be recognized in some appropriate manner, e.g., recoupment of 
the Government's investment, etc. The participant agrees that it will not license, assign 
or otherwise transfer any waived invention to any entity unless that entity agrees to these 
same requirements. Should the participant or other such entity receiving rights in the 
invention undergo a change in ownership amounting to a controlling interest, then the 
waiver, assignment, license, or other transfer of rights in the waived invention is 
suspended until approved in writing by the DOE. 
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